
How can I show population on a map?

Tuesday 2nd March
&
Wednesday 3rd March 2021

WILF: 
1. Understand key terms
2. Identify countries within a continent
3. Add data to a map



What is population?



The population of a place is the amount of people 
living there.

The population of England is about 56 million 
people.

The population of the world is around 7.7 billion 
(so there are 7.7 billion people living in the world!)



It can be hard to be completely accurate 
when it comes to population… why?



The population of a place changes every single 
day.

Millions of people die, and millions of babies are 
born every day, and it can be hard to keep track of 

this.

One way that population is counted is through a 
CENSUS. This is where local areas ask people living 

there to fill in a form, and they add everyone 
together.



In your books:

• Write a few sentences about what population is, how it is measured 
and why it is so difficult to measure accurately.



Population can be shown on a map through 
colouring in population density.

Population density is basically how many people 
live in specific areas – the more people that live 
somewhere, the more dense the population is.



This is a population 
density map for Italy.

What do the different 
colours mean?

What information can 
you deduce from this 
map?



The areas where 
population is most dense 

are Lombardy and 
Campania.

We know this because 
these areas are the 

darkest.

This means that there are 
the biggest amount of 

people living here 
(relative to the size)



We are going to create a population density 
map for South America.
• The first thing you need to do is identify the population of each of the 

14 countries in South America. 

• Find the data on this website and fill in the table you have been given:

• https://www.worldometers.info/population/countries-in-south-
america-by-population/

• NB: round the population to the nearest 1000!
• Eg. The population of Ecuador is 17,643,053. To the nearest 1000, this would 

be 17,643,000.

• THEN rank them 1-14; 1 would be the highest population and 14 
would be the smallest population.

https://www.worldometers.info/population/countries-in-south-america-by-population/


Now, you need to look at your map of South 
America and get to grips with where each country 

is (NB: Falkland Islands are not included on the 
map; they are located off the Eastern coast of 

Argentina!)



When colouring population density, we need to 
create a key. Although it is typical to use lighter 
colours to show less people, this is hard to 
replicate without using a computer, so our key will 
be the following:

< 15,000,000

15,000,001 – 30,000,000

30,000,001 – 45,000,000

45,000,001 – 60,000,000

60,000,001 – 75,000,000

> 75,000,001



Your task:

• First, copy the key onto a blank area of your map (if you need to edit 
the colours slightly to accommodate your pencil options, that’s fine, 
but make sure you change the key too!)

• Then, you need to colour in each country with South America, 
depending on their population.

• HINT: you might not use every single colour!


